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Signal analysis of 2-belt EIT measurement patterns
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Abstract. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) has the
ability to monitor heart and breathing based changes in tis-
sue conductivity. The separation of these two signals is not
straight forward. Therefore, different EIT-measurement pat-
terns were evaluated to maximize the heart-to-breathing sig-
nal ratio. A pig trial shows a better performance for patterns
with a high vertical component and a large skip pattern.
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1. Introduction
Intensive care patients have a high demand for a

continuous monitoring of vital signs. Lung observations,
especially for ventilated patients, require x-ray imaging,
which leads to the exposure of harmful radiation. Elec-
trical impedance tomography (EIT) has the potential to a
longterm non-invasive and radiation-free ventilation and per-
fusion monitoring. In addition, the temporal resolution en-
ables a real-time observation. EIT injecets a current into the
body. The resulting surface potential on the body is mea-
sured and used to reconstruct changes of local tissue con-
ductivity. These days clinical EIT-devices can reconstruct a
single slice on the level of an electrode belt [1]. EIT uses
various patterns for injecting a current and measuring the re-
sulting voltages. Depending on the application, it is of high
interest to solely focus the measurement on signals from the
heart or lung. In todays systems, signal separation is diffi-
cult, because the heart signal is about one magnitude smaller
then breathing signals. Simple frequency filtering leads to
erroneous results due to ventilation harmonics [2]. Hence,
we aim to investigate the impact of different patterns to fo-
cus the measurement onto rather heart or breathing signal.

2. Materials and Methods
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an imaging

modality for electrical tissue properties. There are three
main types of EIT measurements:

Absolute EIT (aEIT) reconstructs the conductivity distribu-
tion from a single set of measurements. Time differential
EIT (tdEIT) uses a reference measurement set of a previ-
ous time step. This cancels out errors of model geometry,
electrodes and the measurement chain. Frequency differ-
ential EIT (fdEIT) uses two measurement sets at different
frequencies at the same time to reconstruct tissue properties
(which are mostly frequency dependent in the β-dispersion
over 100 kHz).
EIT injects an alternating current with a constant amplitude
into the body and measures the resulting surface potentials
of the conductive volume. The 4-point measurement uses
4-electrodes, 2 for injection and 2 for measuring. The re-
sulting impedance of this measurement can be expressed as
followed:

Zi =

∫
ν

1

σ(ν)
~JiLE

(ν) · ~JiLI
(ν)dν, (1)

where σ(ν) describes the local electrical conductivity,
~vecJLE(ν) and ~JLI(ν) the normalized current densities of
injecting and measurement electrodes and dν is an infinites-
imal small volume element of the whole volume. We can
define the sensitivity Si(ν):

Si(ν) = ~JiLE
(ν) · ~JiLI

(ν), (2)

which describes the influence of conductivity change on the
measured impedance.
In theory, the electrodes could be placed anywhere on the
body surface and conductivity changes could be recon-
structed in the whole 3D-volume. To simplify the problem,
traditionally, a single electrode belt is used to reconstruct
the conductivity changes in one slice of the volume. In his-
tory, an adjacent pattern is used to rather inject current at two
neighboring electrodes and measure at all remaining neigh-
boring electrodes. After this, the injecting electrode pair is
shifted to the next and the remaining adjacent electrodes are
measured. Consequently, a 32 electrode belt results in a set
of 32 · (32 − 3) = 960 measurements. In this paper, a 32-
electrode measurement set will always be used. It has been
shown, that an adjacent pattern has a very high sensitivity
in the boundary region of the body [3]. Different measure-
ment patterns have been established to improve the sensitiv-
ity and therefore the image quality in the central region of
the body. A skip pattern uses the same principal as the ad-
jacent pattern, but spares out a specific number of electrodes
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Fig. 1. Different types of measurement patterns. From top to
bottom: single belt R[4], dual belt P[3] (odd), dual belt
P[4] (even).

between the injecting, respectively measuring, pair. Hence,
the measurement-angle rises and the sensitivity in the central
region increases. In the following this type is depicted with
Ia[skip].

2.1. Measurement patterns for 2-belt EIT

The reconstruction results of a single electrode level is
highly dependent to the position of the belt, as shown in [4].
Therefore, 3D-EIT tries to achieve a resolution in the longi-
tudinal axis. For such measurements, the electrodes should
not be aligned in only one level. In theory, the electrode
could be placed anywhere onto the 3D-Volume. Out of prac-
ticability, for clinical applications the single belt is extended
about a second level. This results in a more uniform sensitiv-
ity distribution and enables a reconstruction in between the
two layers [5]. A single electrode belt is named R (regular).
A 2-belt system with a parallel alignment of the electrodes
is called P (parallel). A rotation of one belt of 11.25◦ is
named S (shifted). The difference of this configuration is
the alignment of the electrodes, which is now shifted. Fig.1
shows different types of pattern possibilities resulting of var-
ious skip numbers and electrode alignments for R and P -
positions. The V -position is not visualized in Fig.1 out of
redundancy. The skip number is given in ”[k]”. There are 2
main types of measurement strategies for a 2-belt configura-
tion, which can be applied for P and S. With an odd skip
pattern, the resulting measurements are realized in one level
only, so there are no cross injections or measurements. For
an even skip pattern, only cross injections and measurements

between the electrode levels are performed. The configura-
tions are described in Tab.1.

Conf. #Skip Comment Angle

R [0,1,8, planar (Skip + 1) · 11.25◦9,12,13]

P [1,9,13] planar (Skip + 1) · 11.25◦
(0,8,12) sick-zack (Skip) · 11.25◦

S [1,9,13] planar
(Skip + 1) · 11.25◦(0,8,12) sick-zack

Tab. 1. Different EIT-measurement patterns.

2.2. Signal acquisition and analysis

The described pattern configurations are measured in
an experimental study at the university hospital Aachen. The
used measurement configuration is depicted in Tab.2. The
measurements are acquired at 110 kHz and 260 kHz. The

Conf. parameter Value
frame-rate

[
1
s

]
36.66 86.77

frequency (f) [kHz] 110 260
current (i) [mA] (rms) 3
pattern Ia,b,c[0,1,8,9,12,13]

Tab. 2. Configuration of the EIT-system.
measuered voltages are processed as followed:

U(n) =
∑
fr

|~ufr(n)| . (3)

Each frame fr is at least 30 sec long and contains 1024 com-
plex measurement voltages ~ufr(n) at discrete time values
n. All measurement voltages are summed up to a poten-
tial U(n). This is processed with a fast Fourier transforma-
tion (FFT). The signal components at the specific heart and
breathing rate form an energy signal with a bandwidth of
0.01 Hz. The energy ratio of heart- to breathing-spectrum
should be zero-mean and can be described as:

H /L pig
j =

∑
n∈{heart−BW=0.01} FFT{U(n)− U(n))}∑
n∈{lung−BW=0.01} FFT{U(n)− U(n)}

.

(4)
The calculated H /L pig

j -ratio may be used to determine the
ability of a pattern j to separate between heart- and lung-
based signals.

3. Results
U(n) of every pattern shows a well defined envelope

of the breathing signal. This frequency is also the highest
peak in the frequency spectrum of every measured pattern.
The frequency spectrum also shows multiple harmonic top-
waves. The breathing signal of S[8] envelops a much smaller
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Fig.2. Left, U(n) of S[9] pattern, which only measures inside one electrode level. Right, frequency spectrum of U(n). The red
marked peaks show breathing- and heart-based signal components.
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Fig.3. Left, U(n) of S[8] pattern, which measures across the two electrode level. Right, frequency spectrum of U(n). The red
marked peaks show breathing- and heart-based signal components.
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Fig.4. Evaluation of H /L -ratio for measurement patterns described in Tab.1 at 110 kHz and 260 kHz.
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clearly visible heart signal as depicted in Fig.3. In compar-
ison to S[8], S[9] is just one skip pattern higher and has no
recognizable heart signal at all as shown in Fig.2. This ob-
servation is also visible in the frequency spectrum. It is not
possible to separate the heart peak from an harmonic top-
wave in S[9]. Therefore the H /L pig

S[9] is about 0.04 and

4-times smaller then H /L pig
S[8]. The same observation is

true for P [n]-typed patterns. This leads to the suggestion
of a much higher heart-to-breathing ratio for sick-zack pat-
terns. The comparison of all patterns shows a 3-times higher
H /L -ratio for sick-zack patterns at both frequencies as
shown in Fig.3. There is no influence of the measurement
angle (regarding the absolute skip number) to the H /L -
ratio. At 110 kHz, the shifted (c) electrode positions has a
higher H /L , whereas at 260 kHz, the aligned (b) electrode
positions are bit more preferable. In general, the lower fre-
quency has a better performance at lower skip-patterns and
the high frequency suits more at high skip patterns.

4. Discussion and Outlook
In this paper, different EIT measurement patterns were

evaluated in order to maximize the heart-to-lung signal ratio.
The frequency spectrum of measured potentials shows more
heart components for sick-zack patterns, which have vertical
measurement components. With the lower measurement fre-
quency, a smaller skip-pattern results in higher heart-to-lung
ratios, where the higher 260 kHz shows an inverse behavior.
In this paper, a single pig trial has been evaluated. For re-
liable statements more trials have to be analyzed. Also, the
reconstruction of the EIT-data should be evaluated and may
correlate with the results of this paper.
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